Real Reinventors:

Account Manager 69
Advertising Executive 75
Blogger 196
Business Coach 202
Career Counselor 126
Computer Programmer 116
Computer Technician 239
Doctor 59
Doctoral Student 76
Dog Runner 82
Editor 171
Engineer 61
Entrepreneur 137
Executive Assistant 73
Finance and Operations Manager 233
Freelance Graphic Designer 67
Green Advocate 176
Historian 134
IT Professional 100
Musician 194
Online Marketer 236
Premed Student 118
Radio Announcer 200
Recycling Coordinator 224
Sales Professional 71
Seeker 145
Self-Help Guru 163
Skier 97
Supply Chain Analyst 211
Tax Attorney 126
Teacher 141
Team Leader 202
Technical Trainer 143
Translator 65
Wedding Photographer 63
Learn to use the key tool for describing and analyzing organizational and personal business models.
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Revisit your life direction and consider how you want to align your personal and career aspirations.

CHAPTER 4
Who Are You? 81

CHAPTER 5
Identify Your Career Purpose 133
Adjust—or reinvent—your work life using the Canvas and discoveries from previous sections.
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Learn to make it all happen.
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